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Overview
…
Atlas Plant Hire (Pty) Ltd. is a
proudly, 100% South African
Company, founded in June
1987 in Port Elizabeth. Atlas
Plant Hire was formed to
serve
the
construction,
mining,
quarrying
and
industrial sectors with both
power and compressed air.
We have gained an enviable
reputation for service and
quality, and the Company
adheres to a strict Code of
Ethics in all its business
dealings.
Our Company is headed up by
Bruce Vevers, who is a hands
on technical and marketing
specialist. The Company’s
motto is “WE SERVE”, and our
staff
complement
is
encouraged to ensure that
they provide quality service,
to all customers, at all times.
Bruce was awarded a certified
Compressed Air Engineer
certification by Atlas Copco in
Sweden and has gained 4
decades
of
valuable
experience, internationally,
over this period of time. He is
competently supported by a
strong, management team,
who are specialists in their
areas of expertise. Atlas Plant
Hire (Pty) Ltd. is first and
foremost, a family business,
and the staffing complement
are made to feel that they are
an integral part of the
business.
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Port Elizabeth:

T +27 41 451 4266

F +27 41 451 4230

email: charmaine@atlasplanthire.co.za

Johannesburg:

T +27 11 310 9313

F +27 11 310 9318

email: vuyo@atlasplanthire.co.za

KwaZulu-Natal

T:+27 31 700 1724

F: +27 11 310 9318

email:saleskzn@atlasplanthire.co.za

Compressor Hire
Atlas Plant Hire has a modern fleet, in excess of 300, portable, diesel compressors varying in
size from 185cfm to 1600cfm (7 – 12 bar pressure variations). Our range includes High
Pressure Compressors of 1000cfm to 1070cfm working at 24 - 25 bar pressure variations.
Our electric compressors vary in size from 70cfm to 1500cfm for either 400V or 525V
applications. We are able to supply any combination of compressors to suit customer
requirements. Atlas Plant Hire can also supply air preparation units such as air dryers with
after coolers and filters.
Generator Hire
In addition, we have a fleet of generators, both skid mounted and trailer mounted ranging
from 15kVa to up to 1000kVa. We also offer Auto Switching transformers for 400V, 525V,
1,000V and 11,000V variations. Special Projects include solutions up to 16 000kVa / 16mVa.
Compaction Equipment Hire
Our compaction equipment enhances our range of compressor and generator offerings and
includes Sit-On Rollers and Pedestrian Rollers.
Atlas Plant Hire (Pty) Ltd. is guided by the market, in its daily actions. This results in the
Company readily adding to its fleet and adapting its services to meet market needs.

On Site Training
Atlas Plant Hire is the market leader in providing a dedicated technician to render
Product Support to our customers. The primary function of this role is to visit all
sites and ensure that client operators are trained in the correct use of the ancillary
equipment and that on site staff is able to follow the operating instructions of all
compressors, generators and compaction equipment. Clearly, long term benefits
and increased productivity are enjoyed by both the customer, and Atlas Plant Hire.
Health & Safety
Atlas Plant Hire (Pty) Ltd. takes Health and Safety in the workplace and on customer sites
very seriously. A Health and Safety Officer has been appointed in order to ensure compliance
with the Occupational Health & Safety Act, 1993. Our Health and Safety Officer is there to
provide for the health and safety of our employees and the health and safety of persons
utilizing our plant.
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